Gradescope is great for grading homework and exams because it allows us to grade more efficiently and more consistently. Gradescope also has a built-in mechanism for students to request regrades of their graded work by pressing a “Regrade” button which appears in the bottom toolbar as you review your graded work. If you request a regrade, it sends an email to the grader or TA who graded the problem, and they carefully review the request. Since the graders and TA’s need to spend time reviewing all of the regrade requests, we need to have some policies to make sure that they are not inundated by random requests just trying to negotiate for more points for wrong answers. Please respect our graders’ and TA’s time, and use the regrade option only in the case that your exam was graded erroneously. In particular, please adhere to the following guidelines.

1. Solutions for written homework, quizzes, and exams are all posted on TED. You can find them in folders at the top of the left toolbar. Before requesting any regrade, carefully compare your answers to the posted solutions.

2. After you have compared your answers to the posted solutions, if you see that a correct answer was marked incorrect, please request a regrade, providing the details of the request.

3. Please do not use the regrade request button to argue that a wrong answer deserves more partial credit.

4. Rubrics for each problem are published on Gradescope; please do not use the regrade request button to argue about changing the rubric, e.g. asking that something be worth two points instead of one, etc.

5. Many questions from the homework and exams specify that you must explain or justify your answer, and if you do not provide a correct and complete justification, you will not receive full credit. Please do not use the regrade request button to request full or “a little more” credit in the case that your explanation/justification was not correct or was incomplete.

6. Please note that the regrade request option will open at 3:00 pm the day after the grades for the assignment/exam have been released. The regrade request option will then be available for 48 hours. After the 48 hour window closes, we cannot consider any regrade requests for that assignment/exam.

Students who abuse the regrade request button or violate any of the preceding guidelines will be disallowed from making future regrade requests.